
7th, 8th, and 9th Grade Core

Class Objectives
This class will integrate Ancient history (Creation to the Fall of Rome), Literature, Composition, and Logic in one 
class.  This integration will occur through reading and discussing historical narratives (living books), reading and 
discussing great literature that brings the time period from history alive, writing essays to develop composition 
skills and thinking skills, and by studying informal logic to better understand argument formation. These studies 
will be directed according to the goal of continuing the development of piety and virtue in our students.  The 
books for history and literature allow us to “see through the eyes of others” in order to gain a better 
understanding of the world and a better understanding of ourselves and other people throughout history.  This, 
combined with an understanding of logical fallacies and the ability to develop sound reasoning, always 
seasoned with a Christian view of humanity, will prepare the student to engage dialectically with the world 
around us with growing empathy and wisdom and with confidence in their identity in Christ.  
Class Methods 
We will use the tools of literary analysis with literature, Socratic discussions with literature and history, written 
compositions in literature and history, special projects, commonplace books and presentations to achieve our 
objectives. 
In Class 
Class time will be dedicated to discussing readings assigned to the students during the week, diving deeper into 
topics in history as outlined in the Classical Historian Ancient history guide, and in modeling and developing 
writing skills using the Writing and Rhetoric curriculum (7-9th grades), Short Stories (8th grade) and Lost Tools 
of Writing 1 (9th grade).  Informal logic will be discussed and new fallacies/arguments introduced.  Students’ 
primary tool for assisting their discussion will be their commonplace book, which they should bring to class 
each week.  
At Home
Home study will consist of weekly readings from history and literature, note taking from their history reading 
sufficient to address the questions in the Take a Stand guide, recording quotes, questions and other relevant 
information in Commonplace books, and completing exercises in the informal logic books.  Quarterly projects 
which allow the student to dive deeper into areas of personal interest will also be part of the homework.  

Required Materials
History: 
Take A Stand! Ancient Civilizations Student Edition 
https://www.classicalhistorian.com/store/p108/Take_a_Stand
%21_Ancient_Civilizations_Student_Edition_.html
Optional but recommended - Take a Stand! Ancient Civilizations Teacher Edition
https://www.classicalhistorian.com/store/p359/Take_a_Stand%21_Ancient_Civilizations_Teacher_Edition.html

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED:
Ancient Egypt and her Neighbors https://simplycharlottemason.com/store/ancient-egypt-and-her-neighbors/
The Story of the Greeks   https://www.nothingnewpress.com/product/the-story-of-the-greeks-2/
The Story of the Romans   https://www.nothingnewpress.com/product/the-story-of-the-romans-2/
(If you have other resources for studying Ancient History through the fall of Rome, you are welcome to use 
those.  The three texts above are what the mentor will be using, and there are other times when you will 
need additional resources that can be utilized at the library or online.)  

Writing: 
7th, 8th and 9th:  Writing and Rhetoric Book 8 Student (Teacher - optional but recommended)
https://classicalacademicpress.com/collections/upper-grammar/products/writing-rhetoric-book-8-comparison-
program
7th only: Writing and Rhetoric Book 7 Student (Teacher - optional but recommended)
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https://classicalacademicpress.com/collections/upper-grammar/products/writing-rhetoric-book-7-encomium-
vituperation-program
9th only: Lost Tools of Writing 1 Student 
https://www.circeinstitute.org/store/book/level-1-5th-ed-students-workbook

Logic: 
7th only: It Couldn’t Just Happen
https://www.rainbowresource.com/product/028885/It-Couldnt-Just-Happen.html?
trackcode=googleBase&scid=scbplp028885&sc_intid=028885&msclkid=6f7f3ba0e01b151cea7d5b5c5b8f4167&
utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=SC%20Shopping%20-%20General%20-
%20Desktop&utm_term=4575548923779550&utm_content=All%20Products
The Fallacy Detective 
https://www.rainbowresource.com/product/046013/Fallacy-Detective-Workbook-Edition.html?
8th only:  The Art of Argument Student (Teacher -optional)
https://classicalacademicpress.com/collections/dialectic-rhetoric/products/the-art-of-argument
9th only: The Argument Builder student (Teacher-optional but recommended)
https://classicalacademicpress.com/collections/dialectic-rhetoric/products/the-argument-builder

Literature (7th-9th):  
Hittite Warrior - Joanne Williamson
Mara, Daughter of the Nile - Eloise Jarvis McGraw
The Cat of the Bubastes - G.A.Henty
Anna and the King of Siam - Margaret Landon
The Cat Who Went to Heaven - Elizabeth Coatsworth
The Children’s Homer - Padraic Colum **7th only
Theras and His Town - Caroline Dale Snedeker **7th only
The Iliad  - Barbara Leonie Picard **9th only
The Odyssey - Barbara Leonie Picard **9th only
D’Aulaire’s Book of Greek Myths
Julius Caesar - William Shakespeare (Folger Shakespeare Library Edition)
A Young Macedonian in the Army of Alexander the Great - A.J. Church

Additional Literature (optional):
The Golden Goblet - Eloise Jarvis McGraw
The Bronze Bow - Elizabeth George Speare
The Young Carthaginian - G.A. Henty
Beyond the Desert Gate - Mary Ray
God King - Joanne Williamson
The Eagle of the Ninth - Rosemary Sutcliffe
Detectives in Togas - Henry Winterfeld
Black Ships Before Troy - Rosemary Sutcliffe
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